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ss2021 CDHAW ONLINE APPLICATION 

 

http://study-info.tongji.edu.cn 

 

1. Please register by personal E-mail. 

 

 

 
 

2. Exchange student for CDHAW. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://study-info.tongji.edu.cn/
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3. Undergraduate student for double degree, general visiting student for none degree.

4. Sino-German College of Applied Sciences is CDHAW, and please select major to apply.

5. Basic Information

Notice: Please input the family name and given name to be exactly the same as it is to be on 

the passport, and please not omit the mid-name. 

If it’s possible or available and you could do with, please give and input a Chinese name by 

yourself. If it’s out of your Chinese language skills, and you may leave the Chinese name with 

blank, and we will input a Chinese name instead of you according to the name pronunciation. 

Please confirm the personal information with all the red symbol * (especially the passport no.) 

have to be inputted correctly. 

WI: Logistic Management

English
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Since it accordingly to be automatically printed on the Tongji admission notice paper and jw202 

after your inputting, which is the important information concerns with the visa. Once the 

mistakes for your inputting, and it will cause the problems for visa application. 

6. Study Plan

7. Education and Employment

irgendetwas  eintragen
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Notice: Please confirm the passport is in valid, and it could cover the whole exchange study 

period. 

The passport photo page, approval letter/enrollment certificate from the home university is 

the necessary uploading documents for online application. 

 

8. Additional Information 

 

 

Notice: For the guarantor in China in charge of your case, and this is to fill in your country 

embassy and consulate information in China or in Shanghai. Please check it on your country 

embassy and consulate website. 

For example, as German, please take the reference as below, 

Name: German Consulate General in Shanghai 

Telephone: 021-34010106 

Mobile: 021-34010106 

Email: info@shanghai.diplo.de 

Address:  No. 181 Yongfu Road, Xuhui district, Shanghai 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:info@shanghai.diplo.de
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9. Contact Information 

 

 

10. When finish the information online, and please Submit it, and it automatically comes out 

the application number, and it to be printed on the application paper. 

Please remember the individual application number. When you to be nominated by the 

coordinator or the home university IO or major responsible professor, please tell them your 

application number with record in remark. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11. Please download and print the application for signature and stamp (underline in red with 

next 3 pages). 
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Notice for documents process & reminder: 

ss2021 online application deadline for closing will be on November 30, 2020. Please note that 

all nominations will have to be submitted through online application and that e-mail or paper 

nominations couldn’t to be considered. 

 

Since the special period and actual global situation caused by Covid-19, Tongji IO has 

announced the original application paper with signature and stamp is not the must by posting, 

so please take the original application paper when student come to ss2021 for new coming 

register. 

 

Please scan and offer the original application paper, valid passport with photo page (the 

passport could cover the study period), transcript (only double degree). Please scan and 

integrat the three above into one pdf document and give the individual application number as 

the pdf document name. It takes the place of the original one to hand to the coordinator or the 

home university IO or major responsible professor for nomination confirmed. 

 

Please remember the individual application number. When you to be nominated by the 

coordinator or the home university IO or major responsible professor, please tell them your 

application number with record in remark, for the application number is the only online apply 

identification due to original application paper isn’t to be required currently. 

 

The student, who has done the online application for ws2020/21, but finally with personal mail 

confirmed for postpone to ss2021 with CDHAW exchange continue, and it needn’t apply online 

again this time, for the online application system has kept the application record which student 

has done before. Please also inform the coordinator or the home university IO or major 

responsible professor for the exchange to continue nomination confirmed. 

REMINDER: if student has any correction or change for the passport, please be certain to 

inform us at once, and it will cause the problems for visa application. If we haven’t get the 

inform about the correction or change for the passport from you with the mail before 

November 30, 2020, and we will take your treat as default the present online passport 

information with online system to be the normal one for use.  

 

For the ss2021 online application, please contact with Ms LI Jingjing, lijingjingsunny@163.com 

For the ss2021 major courses information, Chinese language course, course description, please 

contact with Ms ZHANG Chunyan, cyzhang@tongji.edu.cn 

 

We are currently facing the uncertainty due to the Covid-19 and respective precautionary 

measures. Nevertheless we are trying hard to ensure that at least in the subsequent semesters 

we are able to carry on with our activities come to as normal. 

 

According to Tongji this year planed academic calendar, the ss2021 first class lesson will be on 

March 1, 2021, and normally the ss2021 Tongji register for new comings will be one week 

before the class begins. Now the above time will to be regarded as the reference time, not the 

mailto:lijingjingsunny@163.com
mailto:cyzhang@tongji.edu.cn
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exactly for certain. Maybe it will be changed according to the Covid-19 situation change, and 

we will comply with Tongji IO new official announcement. 

  

We will of course closely monitor the latest developments concerning the Covid-19 situation 

and will keep contact with Tongji IO about the updated announcement, in case any relevant 

changes announcement from Tongji IO will occur with regards to the ss2021 nomination, 

application periods, application documents, admission notice with jw202, academic periods, 

register dates, class dates, etc. 

  

If have any questions about the online application, please feel free to let me know about. Hope 

the Covid-19 will to be controlled all over the world and all come to as normal. We all keep 

health and overcome the difficult time together. Thank you all the same with exchange 

programme! 

 

 

 

 


